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Preliminaries 

•!Diagnostic system DS = <SD, COMPS, OBS> 

•! SD, system description (propositional theory) 

•! COMPS = {c1,…,cM} 

•! OBS, set of observable variables 

•! Each component cj has a health variable hj 

•! !j : hj => inp_okj => out_okj 

•!A failed test is an observation obs   

•!Diagnostic candidates dk that explain the observations 

•! Defining the states of the variables hj 

•!Diagnostic ranking D = {d1, … , dk, …, dK} 
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System and Observation Model 

component chain logically reduces to
^

m!Sn

hm ! ¬en

For example, consider the row (M = 5)

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 e
1 0 0 1 0 1

This corresponds to a model where components c1, c4 are
involved. As the order of the component invocation is not
given (and with respect to our above weak component model
is irrelevant), we derive the model

h1 ! (x1 ! y1)

h4 ! (x4 ! y4)

x4 = y1

x1 = true

y4 = ¬en

In this chain the first component c1 is assumed to have cor-
rect input (x1 = true, typical of a proper test), its output
feeds to the input of the next component c4 (x4 = y1), whose
output is measured in terms of en (y4 = ¬en). This chain
logically reduces to

h1 " h4 ! false

If this were a passing computation (h1 " h4 ! true) we
could not infer anything (apart from the exoneration when
it comes to probabilistically rank the diagnosis candidates
as will be explained). However, as this run failed this yields

¬h1 # ¬h4

which, in fact, is a conflict [12]. In summary, each failing
run in A generates a conflict

_

m!Sn

¬hm

As in MBD, the conflicts are then subject to a hitting set
algorithm that generates the diagnostic candidates [7, 11].
The minimal hitting set algorithm yields a set of valid di-
agnosis candidates. In this paper, we use a light-weight ap-
proach to compute the set of candidates given the conflicts
called Staccato (for interested readers, see [3] for details
on the minimal hitting set algorithm).

Ranking Diagnoses.
Although the previous phase already excludes all those

diagnoses that are irrelevant given the set of observed fail-
ures, the number of diagnosis candidates dk is still typically
large, and not all of them are equally probable to be the true
fault explanation. Hence, the computation of a diagnosis
candidate probabilities Pr(dk) to establish a ranking is crit-
ical to the diagnostic performance of reasoning approaches.
Although for each component the a priori fault probability
Pr({j}) is typically dependent on code complexity, design,
etc., we will simply assume Pr({j}) = p (p = 0.01 in the
context of this paper). Again, assuming components fail in-
dependently, the prior probability a particular diagnosis dk

is correct is given by Pr(dk) = p|dk| · (1 $ p)M"|dk|. Similar
to the incremental compilation of conflicts per run we com-
pute the posterior probability for each candidate based on

the pass/fail observation obs for each sequential run using
Bayes’ rule

Pr(dk|obs) =
Pr(obs|dk)
Pr(obs)

· Pr(dk)

where Pr(obs|dk) is defined as

Pr(obs|dk) =

8

<

:

0 if dk and obs are inconsistent
1 if dk logically follows from obs
! if neither holds

Due to the previous conflict-hitting set computation, the 0
case doesn’t occur. Since the 1 case only applies to observa-
tions that can only occur for one particular fault, the ! case
is the predominant one. Many policies exist for ! [7, 5, 11].
In this paper we compare our proposed approach against
one of the best policies for software fault localization, which
is defined as [7, 5]

! =

!

g(dk)! if run passed
1 $ g(dk)! if run failed

(3)

where g denotes the probability that a defect, when ex-
ecuted, actually does not induce a program failure, and
" = |Sn| is the number of faulty components (according
to dk) involved (the rationale being that the more faulty
components are involved, the more likely it is that the run
will fail). The parameter g is estimated by [10]

g(dk) =

X

n=1..N

[(
_

j!dk

anj %= 0) " en = 0]

X

n=1..N

[
_

j!dk

anj %= 0]

where [·] is Iverson’s operator ([true] = 1, [false] = 0).
To illustrate how spectrum-based reasoning works, sup-

pose that we run our example program with I1 and I2. In
order to obtain the set of valid diagnosis candidates, the fol-
lowing model is derived from the (only) failed observation
(see beginning of Section 2.3 for (A, e))

h0 ! (x0 ! y0)

h1 ! (x1 ! y1)

h2 ! (x2 ! y2)

h3 ! (x3 ! y3)

h4 ! (x4 ! y4)

h5 ! (x5 ! y5)

x5 = y4

x4 = y3

x3 = y2

x2 = y1

x1 = true

y4 = ¬en

The model above logically reduces to

h0 " h1 " h2 " h3 " h4 " h5 ! false

And, therefore, the set of valid diagnosis candidates is D =
{{0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}.

After the first phase - computing diagnoses - the set D
of valid diagnosis candidates is ranked according to the

h1 ! h2 ! h3 ! h4 ! h5 " false

¬h1 # ¬h2 # ¬h3 # ¬h4 # ¬h5

1 2 3 4 5 

(conflict) 

{1} {2} {3} {4} {5} 
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ABSTRACT

Background: Automated diagnosis of software defects can
drastically increase debugging e!ciency, improving reliabil-
ity and time-to-market. Current, low-cost, automatic fault
diagnosis techniques, such as spectrum-based fault localiza-
tion (SFL), merely use information on whether a component
is involved in a passed/failed run or not. However, these
approaches ignore information on component execution fre-
quency, which can improve the accuracy of the diagnostic
process. Aim: In this paper, we study the impact of ex-
ploiting component execution frequency on the diagnostic
quality. Method: We present a reasoning-based SFL ap-
proach, dubbed Zoltar-C, that exploits not only component
involvement but also their frequency, using an approximate,
Bayesian approach to compute the probabilities of the di-
agnostic candidates. Zoltar-C is evaluated and compared to
other well-known, low-cost techniques (such as Tarantula)
using a set of programs available from the Software Infras-
tructure Repository. Results: Results show that, although
theoretically Zoltar-C can be of added value, exploiting com-
ponent frequency does not improve diagnostic accuracy on
average. Conclusions: The major reason for this unex-
pected result is the highly biased sample of passing and fail-
ing tests provided with the programs under analysis. In
particular, the ratio between passing and failing runs, which
has a major impact on the probability computations, does
not correspond to the false negative (failure) rates associated
with the actually injected faults.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: testing and debugging

General Terms

Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords

Debugging, reasoning approach, component count spectra.
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Figure 1: Input for SFL

1. INTRODUCTION
When software failures are observed, developers/testers

need to find their root cause as quickly as possible. Au-
tomatic fault localization techniques can be of consider-
able help to perform such rather cumbersome task [4].
Spectrum-based fault localization (SFL) is amongst the best
(semi-)automatic techniques for fault localization. Current
spectrum-based approaches for fault localization take as in-
put an activity matrix A, that stores whether a component
was involved in the run (test case), and pass/fail informa-
tion e per test case (see Figure 1). Each row in A is called
a spectrum. Classical, statistical SFL approaches use (A, e)
to statistically correlate software component activity with
program failures [6, 17, 19, 22, 26].

Reasoning-based approaches to SFL has been shown
to have better diagnostic performance than statistical
approaches as they imply model-based reasoning tech-
niques [5]. Internally reasoning approaches uses a Bayesian
approach based on a failure model (aka ! policy) that allows
to exploit all information in the matrix.

Statistical approaches (as well as current spectrum-based
reasoning) only consider whether a component is involved
or not. E"ectively, they do not exploit all information in
A, i.e., the integer value of aij is mapped to 0 or 1 (aka
a component hit spectrum). Unlike statistical approaches,
reasoning-based SFL can exploit aij information by extend-
ing the current failure model [5] to take into account the
number of times a component is called in the test (aka com-
ponent count spectra).

In this paper we study the e"ect of extending the fail-
ure model to accommodate the integer values of aij on the
diagnostic performance. In particular,

• We define a new failure model that estimates the fail-
ure probability of a test given the aij of the compo-
nents involved, and outline its use in our Bayesian ap-
proach used in Zoltar [16]; We dubbed this new rea-
soning module Zoltar-C;
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Spectrum-based Reasoning 

c1  c2  c3     e                            (conflicts)   

1   0   0     1  (F)              ¬h1 

0   1   0     1  (F)                 ¬h2                                ¬h1 " ¬h2  
1   0   1     1  (F)                   ¬h1 # ¬h3  

0   1   1     1  (F)                 ¬h2 # ¬h3  

1   1   0     0  (P) 

       

     

diagnosis candidates 
(minimal hitting set) 

1 diagnosis candidate {c1,c2} => correct diagnosis 
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Candidate Ranking 

•! Probabilities updated according to Bayes’ rule 

•! where 

component chain logically reduces to
^

m!Sn

hm ! ¬en

For example, consider the row (M = 5)

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 e
1 0 0 1 0 1

This corresponds to a model where components c1, c4 are
involved. As the order of the component invocation is not
given (and with respect to our above weak component model
is irrelevant), we derive the model

h1 ! (x1 ! y1)

h4 ! (x4 ! y4)

x4 = y1

x1 = true

y4 = ¬en

In this chain the first component c1 is assumed to have cor-
rect input (x1 = true, typical of a proper test), its output
feeds to the input of the next component c4 (x4 = y1), whose
output is measured in terms of en (y4 = ¬en). This chain
logically reduces to

h1 " h4 ! false

If this were a passing computation (h1 " h4 ! true) we
could not infer anything (apart from the exoneration when
it comes to probabilistically rank the diagnosis candidates
as will be explained). However, as this run failed this yields

¬h1 # ¬h4

which, in fact, is a conflict [12]. In summary, each failing
run in A generates a conflict

_

m!Sn

¬hm

As in MBD, the conflicts are then subject to a hitting set
algorithm that generates the diagnostic candidates [7, 11].
The minimal hitting set algorithm yields a set of valid di-
agnosis candidates. In this paper, we use a light-weight ap-
proach to compute the set of candidates given the conflicts
called Staccato (for interested readers, see [3] for details
on the minimal hitting set algorithm).

Ranking Diagnoses.
Although the previous phase already excludes all those

diagnoses that are irrelevant given the set of observed fail-
ures, the number of diagnosis candidates dk is still typically
large, and not all of them are equally probable to be the true
fault explanation. Hence, the computation of a diagnosis
candidate probabilities Pr(dk) to establish a ranking is crit-
ical to the diagnostic performance of reasoning approaches.
Although for each component the a priori fault probability
Pr({j}) is typically dependent on code complexity, design,
etc., we will simply assume Pr({j}) = p (p = 0.01 in the
context of this paper). Again, assuming components fail in-
dependently, the prior probability a particular diagnosis dk

is correct is given by Pr(dk) = p|dk| · (1 $ p)M"|dk|. Similar
to the incremental compilation of conflicts per run we com-
pute the posterior probability for each candidate based on

the pass/fail observation obs for each sequential run using
Bayes’ rule

Pr(dk|obs) =
Pr(obs|dk)
Pr(obs)

· Pr(dk)

where Pr(obs|dk) is defined as

Pr(obs|dk) =

8

<

:

0 if dk and obs are inconsistent
1 if dk logically follows from obs
! if neither holds

Due to the previous conflict-hitting set computation, the 0
case doesn’t occur. Since the 1 case only applies to observa-
tions that can only occur for one particular fault, the ! case
is the predominant one. Many policies exist for ! [7, 5, 11].
In this paper we compare our proposed approach against
one of the best policies for software fault localization, which
is defined as [7, 5]

! =

!

g(dk)! if run passed
1 $ g(dk)! if run failed

(3)

where g denotes the probability that a defect, when ex-
ecuted, actually does not induce a program failure, and
" = |Sn| is the number of faulty components (according
to dk) involved (the rationale being that the more faulty
components are involved, the more likely it is that the run
will fail). The parameter g is estimated by [10]

g(dk) =

X

n=1..N

[(
_

j!dk

anj %= 0) " en = 0]

X

n=1..N

[
_

j!dk

anj %= 0]

where [·] is Iverson’s operator ([true] = 1, [false] = 0).
To illustrate how spectrum-based reasoning works, sup-

pose that we run our example program with I1 and I2. In
order to obtain the set of valid diagnosis candidates, the fol-
lowing model is derived from the (only) failed observation
(see beginning of Section 2.3 for (A, e))

h0 ! (x0 ! y0)

h1 ! (x1 ! y1)

h2 ! (x2 ! y2)

h3 ! (x3 ! y3)

h4 ! (x4 ! y4)

h5 ! (x5 ! y5)

x5 = y4

x4 = y3

x3 = y2

x2 = y1

x1 = true

y4 = ¬en

The model above logically reduces to

h0 " h1 " h2 " h3 " h4 " h5 ! false

And, therefore, the set of valid diagnosis candidates is D =
{{0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}.

After the first phase - computing diagnoses - the set D
of valid diagnosis candidates is ranked according to the

component chain logically reduces to
^

m!Sn

hm ! ¬en

For example, consider the row (M = 5)

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 e
1 0 0 1 0 1

This corresponds to a model where components c1, c4 are
involved. As the order of the component invocation is not
given (and with respect to our above weak component model
is irrelevant), we derive the model

h1 ! (x1 ! y1)

h4 ! (x4 ! y4)

x4 = y1

x1 = true

y4 = ¬en

In this chain the first component c1 is assumed to have cor-
rect input (x1 = true, typical of a proper test), its output
feeds to the input of the next component c4 (x4 = y1), whose
output is measured in terms of en (y4 = ¬en). This chain
logically reduces to

h1 " h4 ! false

If this were a passing computation (h1 " h4 ! true) we
could not infer anything (apart from the exoneration when
it comes to probabilistically rank the diagnosis candidates
as will be explained). However, as this run failed this yields

¬h1 # ¬h4

which, in fact, is a conflict [12]. In summary, each failing
run in A generates a conflict

_

m!Sn

¬hm

As in MBD, the conflicts are then subject to a hitting set
algorithm that generates the diagnostic candidates [7, 11].
The minimal hitting set algorithm yields a set of valid di-
agnosis candidates. In this paper, we use a light-weight ap-
proach to compute the set of candidates given the conflicts
called Staccato (for interested readers, see [3] for details
on the minimal hitting set algorithm).

Ranking Diagnoses.
Although the previous phase already excludes all those

diagnoses that are irrelevant given the set of observed fail-
ures, the number of diagnosis candidates dk is still typically
large, and not all of them are equally probable to be the true
fault explanation. Hence, the computation of a diagnosis
candidate probabilities Pr(dk) to establish a ranking is crit-
ical to the diagnostic performance of reasoning approaches.
Although for each component the a priori fault probability
Pr({j}) is typically dependent on code complexity, design,
etc., we will simply assume Pr({j}) = p (p = 0.01 in the
context of this paper). Again, assuming components fail in-
dependently, the prior probability a particular diagnosis dk

is correct is given by Pr(dk) = p|dk| · (1 $ p)M"|dk|. Similar
to the incremental compilation of conflicts per run we com-
pute the posterior probability for each candidate based on

the pass/fail observation obs for each sequential run using
Bayes’ rule

Pr(dk|obs) =
Pr(obs|dk)
Pr(obs)

· Pr(dk)

where Pr(obs|dk) is defined as

Pr(obs|dk) =

8

<

:

0 if dk and obs are inconsistent
1 if dk logically follows from obs
! if neither holds

Due to the previous conflict-hitting set computation, the 0
case doesn’t occur. Since the 1 case only applies to observa-
tions that can only occur for one particular fault, the ! case
is the predominant one. Many policies exist for ! [7, 5, 11].
In this paper we compare our proposed approach against
one of the best policies for software fault localization, which
is defined as [7, 5]

! =

!

g(dk)! if run passed
1 $ g(dk)! if run failed

(3)

where g denotes the probability that a defect, when ex-
ecuted, actually does not induce a program failure, and
" = |Sn| is the number of faulty components (according
to dk) involved (the rationale being that the more faulty
components are involved, the more likely it is that the run
will fail). The parameter g is estimated by [10]

g(dk) =

X

n=1..N

[(
_

j!dk

anj %= 0) " en = 0]

X

n=1..N

[
_

j!dk

anj %= 0]

where [·] is Iverson’s operator ([true] = 1, [false] = 0).
To illustrate how spectrum-based reasoning works, sup-

pose that we run our example program with I1 and I2. In
order to obtain the set of valid diagnosis candidates, the fol-
lowing model is derived from the (only) failed observation
(see beginning of Section 2.3 for (A, e))

h0 ! (x0 ! y0)

h1 ! (x1 ! y1)

h2 ! (x2 ! y2)

h3 ! (x3 ! y3)

h4 ! (x4 ! y4)

h5 ! (x5 ! y5)

x5 = y4

x4 = y3

x3 = y2

x2 = y1

x1 = true

y4 = ¬en

The model above logically reduces to

h0 " h1 " h2 " h3 " h4 " h5 ! false

And, therefore, the set of valid diagnosis candidates is D =
{{0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}.

After the first phase - computing diagnoses - the set D
of valid diagnosis candidates is ranked according to the
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Candidate Ranking 

•!One of the best ! for software fault localization (ASE’09) 

•!Where 
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Example 

/* block 0: main */!

void RationalSort(int n, int *num, int *den) {!

  /* block 1 */!

  int i,j,temp;!

  for ( i=n-1; i>=0; i-- ) {!

    /* block 2 */ !

    for ( j=0; j<i; j++ ) {!

      /* block 3 */!

      if (RationalGT(num[j], den[j], num[j+1], den[j+1])) {!

        /* block 4 */!

        temp = num[j]; num[j] = num[j+1]; num[j+1] = temp;!

      }!

    }!

  }!

}!
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Example (good) 

# dk Pr(dk) 

1 {4} 0.44 

2 {1} 0.11 

2 {2} 0.11 

2 {3} 0.11 

2 {0} 0.11 

2 {5} 0.11 

block 

T 0 1 2 3 4 5 e 

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Example (bad) 

# dk Pr(dk) 

1 {0} 0.16 

1 {1} 0.16 

1 {2} 0.16 

1 {3} 0.16 

1 {0} 0.16 

1 {4} 0.16 

block 

T 0 1 2 3 4 5 e 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Count Spectra as Tie-breaker 

block 

T 0 1 2 3 4 5 e 

1 1 1 4 6 3 6 0 

2 1 1 4 6 5 6 1 

? 
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Zoltar-C 

block 

T 0 1 2 3 4 5 e 

1 1 1 4 6 3 6 0 

2 1 1 4 6 5 6 1 

# dk Pr(dk) 

1 {0} 0.27 

2 {1} 0.21 

2 {2} 0.21 

2 {3} 0.19 

2 {0} 0.07 

2 {4} 0.07 
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Evaluation 

•!Real-world software programs 

•! Software infrastructure repository 

•! O(10) faulty versions 

•! O(100) LOC, O(1000) test cases 

•! 1, 2, 5 faults 

•! Programs have been modified to accommodate multiple faults 
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Evaluation Metric - W 

•! Excess work incurred in finding the faulty components 

•! Independent of number of faults 

•!As an example, suppose 

•! A M=10-component program, where c1 and c2 are faulty 

•! D = <{1,3}, {3,5}, {2,4}> 

•! Inspecting order: 1,3,4,2 

•! W = 2/(10-2) 
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Fail !  

•!Unrealistic assumption: 

•! Bit-spectra work because observations are independent 

•! Each “cover” in the count is NOT independent 

•! g(dk) is calculated on a bit fashion 

•! Pass/fail of test cases sample is highly biased in siemens 

•! tcas works because most of the times the count is 0-1 
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Conclusions 

•!Current spectrum-based approaches only exploit component 

involvement, which leads to ties 

•! Zoltar-C: tie-breaking by exploiting count spectra 

•! Zoltar-C does not improve the diagnostic process 

•! Assumes (unrealistic) or-model 

•! Highly biased sample of pass/fail test cases 
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Future Work 

•!Theoretically study the performance of count spectra 

•! Study the performance impact of the (more/less) number of runs 

•! Predict number of faults in system 
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